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 Subject Guide  Food Science Degree 
By Uni Compare  · Sep 24th 2020 
Food Science, or ’Food Studies’ is the discipline in which the biological, physical and engineering sciences are used to study the nature of foods as well as the improvement of foods for the public.


Earning a degree in food science is the first step towards a career in the food industry. After that, there are so many different employment pathways for a graduate to choose between, so read on to discover some of the varied opportunities available in food science degree jobs, even with a food science degree online UK.

There are plenty of options for this degree too, such as a distance learning food science degree or a masters degree food science. There are also different disciplines for a Food Science degree too, such as a nutrition and food science degree or a food science and technology degree, both of which go way beyond your general food science undergraduate degree.


What to do with a food science degree

One of the most technical roles you could enter with a food science degree is that of a food technologist. In this job, you would work in-house with a food company such as Nestle, Waitrose, Jordans, Dairy Crest or the Coca-Cola Company, refining their recipes to suit different markets and nutritional requirements.
 
For example, you might be tasked with adapting an existing smoothie recipe to include more protein, to produce a vegan chocolate bar, or make a low-salt recipe for pasta sauce.

Further down the production line, you could work as a quality assurance manager, testing products for consistency, quality and safety. Alternatively, you could take a similarly evaluative role but within public services, rather than private. This could be working in a food health and safety regulations department, working on policies as a regulatory affairs officer, or it could be working as a health inspector, visiting food premises to assess their safety standards.

Your food expertise could offer you a way into training as a chef, even with a food science online degree and many online food science degree programs are geared towards helping students become chefs as well, as is an online masters degree in food science. This job often involves antisocial hours, but the creative side might appeal to some food science degree UK graduates. Chefs work in a number of different settings, including restaurants, cafes, pubs, hotels, schools, hospitals, cruise ships and in private catering companies for events, making it a lively and exciting profession.

If you have a special interest in one area of food production, you could use that as inspiration. Beer lovers could become technical brewers, and cake fans might consider setting up their own bakery or to sell cakes to retailers. Now, take a look at these other food science degree jobs…

Although the world may change in the future, humans and animals will always need to eat to continue to live; therefore, jobs within the Food Science industry will always be available.
What can you do with a food science degree?

So what jobs food science degree can you get and what careers with a food science degree are best for you?

Food science degree graduates with a love of language might go into work as a food writer, either employed by a specific publication or as a freelancer. This type of self-powered work may particularly suit someone who is used to working on their own steam, such as someone who studied their food science degree online, or is generally highly organised and motivated.

Graduates who go on to study a PGCE or similar postgraduate teaching qualification could become a food technology teacher in secondary schools or colleges, or could run workshops and evening cookery classes for adults.

With some extra qualifications, you might become a nutritionist or dietician, or even enter the field of toxicology. You could work in animal nutrition, refining recipes for pet food, or you could become a purchasing manager for a food chain.As well as all these food science degree routes, you could also search for roles in graduate training schemes, a large number of which are available in food manufacturing companies.

It is the academic study concerned with the physicality and chemical natures of food that we eat, and the principles behind the making of the food we eat every day, it can also be studied as part of an online food science degree.


What A Levels do I need?

Students are advised to check with their desired universities and courses to understand what UCAS points are needed for admission. Universities publish entry requirements for the institution itself and separate degree requirements in their prospectus and on their website. Candidates will need to obtain this grades, or specific experience to enrol onto the course.

Some universities ask for a BBB grade level for students, and A Levels in maths and science are preferred to some institutions.

Although the world may change in the future, humans and animals will always need to eat to continue to live; therefore, jobs within the Food Science industry will always be available.

    
    

    
    

    
What are my study options?

Students can choose from a variety of joint degree courses if they do not want to solely study a BSc in food science. Degree courses available include; Food Science and Microbiology, Physiology, Nutrition and Sports science, Nutrition and Dietetics. Food science works well combined with another subject that is concerned with Sports Science, Nutrition and Biology, though is difficult if you're doing a food science bachelors degree.


Students may also, depending on the university, be able to study modules from other schools or departments and degrees during their studies.

What should I expect from studying Food Science?

Candidates will attend lectures, seminars and tutorials with lecturers and fellow students. Food science, especially paired with nutrition or biology-related degrees will most likely take part in laboratory work and workshops to allow them to analyse and critically evaluate food sources.

How will I be assessed?

Choosing the right university and course is important as they are assessed differently, if two universities have a degree each, even if it is titled the same, can assess their students differently. For example, one course may assess students through examinations at the end of the year or through practical assessments, while another course may only use coursework as a means of assessment.

Food science degree graduates with a love of language might go into work as a food writer, either employed by a specific publication or as a freelancer. 
What skills will I learn from studying Food Science?

Students will gain skills learned from practical laboratory work, and through workshops that will be tailored to these careers with food science degree.

Students who attend university will gain skills that are transferable later in life and through employment, from organisation and time management to social skills through presentations and group work.



    
    

    
    

    
Why study Food Science?

Although the world may change in the future, humans and animals will always need to eat to continue to live; therefore, jobs within the Food Science industry will always be available. There are job roles in all areas from the lab to the desk, with Sales, Marketing, Manufacturing, and Teaching, epecially if you have a master degree in food science.

Individuals interested in food, nutrition and biology will be able to create new products, research new combinations and test product quality.

Additionally, working in this industry will offer candidates with the opportunity to travel as food tends to travel nationally and internationally, and large companies usually have branches around the world as well as plenty of food science and nutrition degree jobs, although this may require a more focused degree, such as a degree in food science and nutrition.

What happens after I graduate?

Students tend to decide whether they wish to continue with their studies and gain a postgraduate qualification to specialise their knowledge and training. Others may want to enter the world of work and begin working their way up the career ladder, they may even want to do it while still studying their food science degree courses.

There are plenty of options for this degree too, such as a distance learning food science degree or a masters degree food science.
Will it help me get a job?

Food science degrees teach students skills in research, development and the manufacturing of safe food which will be vital in job roles after graduating. University will provide experience for students in presentations and communication.

What types of jobs can I get from studying Food Science?

Particular jobs within this area include; Animal Nutrition, Food Technology, Brewing, Dietician, Toxicology, Production Management, Horticultural, Sales and Retail and Quality Control.


        
        

        
        

        
What can I study after Food science?

For those wanting to continue their studies to postgraduate level are able to gain a masters degree in food science in the following subjects: Food Science, Food Science Technology degree, Advanced Dietetic Practice, Food Innovation, Food Security and Development, Advanced Food Safety, Food Policy and Nutrition. All of these are perfect for a food science master degree and perfect for finding any jobs with food science degree too.




 Subject Guide 
Accounting Degree
 An Accounting Degree gives you an insight into the way the financial sector works. 
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